
Terms and Conditions for Linkpoints Issuance on
Bookings at Linktraveldeals.sg

1. Promotion is limited to the first 1,000 hotel and resort bookings.
2. Linkpoints issuance is only eligible for hotel and resort bookings at

Linktraveldeals.sg.
3. Hotel and resort bookings must be fulfilled and completed to be

awarded with Linkpoints. Should the reserved hotel or resort stay be
cancelled, Linkpoints will not be awarded.

4. Linkpoints issuance is only eligible for Link Rewards members who
met the following criteria:
● Account on Linktraveldeals.sg is created with the email address

and/or mobile number as per their Link account.
● Have a valid Link membership account during the point of

Linkpoints accreditation.
5. Should a member's account on Linktraveldeals.sg be tied to a

di�erent email address and/or mobile number from their Link
account and render a failure in verification of valid Link membership,
Linkpoints will not be awarded.

6. Linkpoints will be awarded in 4-6 weeks after fulfilment and
completion of hotel or resort booking.

7. NTUC Link reserves the right to cancel or amend the terms and
conditions in its absolute discretion and without prior notice due to
unusual, unforeseeable events beyond NTUC Link's reasonable
control including, but not limited to, any actual, anticipated, or
alleged breach of any applicable law or regulation.

8. NTUC Link shall not be liable to perform any of its obligations under
the promotion where it is unable to do so as a result of circumstances
beyond its reasonable control and shall not be able to compensate
the participant in such circumstances.



9. In the event of any dispute regarding the terms and conditions or the
conduct, results, and all other matters relating to the promotion,
NTUC Link's decision shall be final and binding and no
correspondence or discussion shall be entered into nor shall be
challenged in any court of law.
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